WHERE ARE THE MICHIGAN CZTs?

It is important to hire a qualified instructor to teach others in Zentangle® concepts. Certified Zentangle Teachers (CZT) has been trained by the founders of Zentangle, Rick Roberts and Maria Thomas, who are based in Massachusetts. It is a beneficial learning experience to study with a CZT since it is tough to learn intricacies and subtleties while viewing a video or online class. The Zentangle website provides an online directory of over 3,000 CZTs (http://zentangle.events/).

Teaching a session on the basics entails providing a Zentangle kit for each student---which they use in class. The standard Zentangle kit includes five white 3 ½” tiles, black .05 Sakura Micron pigment ink pen, pencil, pencil sharpener, small tortillion, and a business card packaged in a fabric bag. (I sell my kit bags for $8.00 each and require each student to purchase one for class). CZTs use their own guidelines for pricing supplies. I encourage libraries’ support of CZTs being allowed to sell Zentangle supplies and books during programs, if possible. In a similar adage from librarianship, “no one goes into Zentangle to make money.”

**Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti & Canton**
Daniele O’ Brien, dobriendesign.blogspot.com / dobriendesign@comcast.net
Heather Hartwick-Gladden, tangleaddicts.wordpress.com / heather@cc-es.com
Karen Gordon, goals-with-soul.com / Karen@goals-with-soul.com

**Hancock**
Cari Raboin, cctangles.wordpress.com / craboin@chartermi.net

**Auburn Hills, Rochester & Troy**
Cherie Hartwick / https://www.facebook.com/cchartwick

**Bloomfield Hills**
Pamela Signorelli / https://www.facebook.com/pam.signorelli

**Brighton, Howell, Ann Arbor & Ypsilanti**
Anna Oginsky, annaoginsky.com / annaoginsky@gmail.com
Charlevoix
Nancy Zeitler, basmonster@charter.net

DeWitt
Kristen Kostelnik Killips, https://www.k3czt.com/

Ferndale
Samm Wunderlich, http://www.wunderrec.com/

Grand Rapids
Nancy VanRooy, https://www.facebook.com/nancy.vanrooy
Barbra Hoogterp, bghczt14@gmail.com
Amy Kam, thepeacefulpen@gmail.com
Dani Ehlenfeldt, https://drgnffairy.weebly.com/
Georgianna Klein, https://www.facebook.com/georgianna.klein
Laura Crabtree-Hollenbeck, https://lauracrabtreehollenbeck.com /
lauracrabtreeart@gmail.com
Arnie Hollenbeck, ahhollenbeck@gmail.com
Marjorie Goosen, mlgoosen@mail.com

Harrison Township
Kimberly Goodwin, http://bluewatercounselingandwellness.com/,
kimgoodwintherapy@gmail.com

Lansing
Celestine Hart, celestinepaints.com / celestinehart@tds.net
Jane Reiter, retreadart.com / janereiter@sbcglobal.net

Mt. Pleasant
Randi Wynne-Parry, puttsnpurls@gmail.com

Rockford
Jacquelyn Melin, jacquesjots.weebly.com/about.html / melin.jacquelyn@gmail.com

Traverse City
Paddy Brown / wayshow@charter.net

Ypsilanti
Judy Holzschuh / tanglingspaces@gmail.com
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